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DeepMind’s Mission:

Solve intelligence. 
Use it to make the world a better place.



Intelligence measures an agent’s ability to 
achieve goals in a wide range of environments. 
Shane Legg: https://arxiv.org/abs/0712.3329

https://arxiv.org/abs/0712.3329


The Reinforcement Learning Paradigm



DeepMind and Games
‘End-to-end’ agents: from pixels to actions

Games are the perfect platform for developing and testing AI algorithms

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeKpvWmkixY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trLodIIrarM




Challenge Match – Seoul, March 2016

Legend of the game: 
18 world titles

Best player of
the past decade 
 

Lee Sedol AlphaGo

Vs



AlphaZero

https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.01815





StarCraft II 101
1 - Collect resources 

3 - Build some units

2 - Build a base

4 - Engage the opponent



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1WDfoxO66U


Decisions to make



Why StarCraft II?

Imperfect Information
guess what the opponent is doing 

Huge Action Space 
need for hierarchical actions

Economy 
resource management
expanding vs. defence

Real-Time
simultaneous, fast paced decisions

multi-tasking

Long Pay-Off
strategy more important than micro

3 Asymmetric Races
each with their own 

strengths and weaknesses



Editor



Built-In Scripted AI



Replays

Millions of anonymized replays with their actions and observations



Professional Scene

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-yfMoIVTilo&t=310


SC2 API



Language Agnostic Protobuf API
message Request {
  RequestCreateGame create_game;
  RequestJoinGame join_game;
  RequestStartReplay start_replay;
  RequestGameInfo game_info;
  RequestObservation observation;
  RequestAction action;
  RequestStep step;
}

message Action {
  ActionRaw action_raw;
  ActionSpatial action_feature_layer;
  ActionSpatial action_render;
  ActionUI action_ui;
}

message ResponseObservation {
  repeated Action actions;
  Observation observation;
  repeated PlayerResult player_result;
}

message Observation {
  uint32 game_loop;
  PlayerCommon player_common;
  repeated AvailableAbility abilities;
  Score score;

  ObservationRaw raw_data;
  ObservationFeatureLayer feature_layer_data;
  ObservationRender render_data;
  ObservationUI ui_data;
}



Interfaces

RawFeature LayerRendered



Interfaces - Spatial

Decomposed:

- Screen, minimap, resources, available actions

Same control as humans:

- Pixel coordinates

- Move camera

- Select unit/rectangle

Great for Deep Learning, but hard

Rendered



Interfaces - Spatial

Feature Layer
Same actions: still in pixel space

Same decomposed observations, but more abstract

- Orthogonal camera

Layers:

- unit type
- unit owner
- selection
- health
- unit density
- etc



Interfaces

List of units and state

Control each unit individually in world coordinates

Gives all observable state (no camera)

Great for scripted agents and programmatic replay analysis

Raw



C++ API
- Offers easier C++ object representations of raw protobuf data
- Includes example scripted agents using the raw observations
- Easy to get your own basic agent up and running
- github.com/Blizzard/s2client-api

https://github.com/Blizzard/s2client-api


Command Center
- Full featured agent that already knows basic strategies
- David Churchill’s UAlbertaBot ported to StarCraft II
- Supports both BWAPI and SC2API
- Modular, easy to add your own strategies, build orders, etc.
- Basis of most bots on the community ladder: sc2ai.net
- github.com/davechurchill/commandcenter 

http://sc2ai.net
https://github.com/davechurchill/commandcenter


PySC2
- Written in pure Python
- RL environment using the spatial actions and observations
- Includes a debug renderer for visualizing on Linux
- Works with self-play
- Can be installed from PyPI
- github.com/deepmind/pysc2 

https://github.com/deepmind/pysc2


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cCv1jwm-ay0


Action space



- Mini-Games results
- A3C

- Full game
- A3C
- Supervised

https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.04782

StarCraft II: A New Challenge for RL, Vinyals et al, 17

https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.04782


Full Game



Minigames
Learning to play the full game is hard: start with minigames!

- Test a small aspect of the game:
- Game concepts
- Micro
- Macro

- Easier reward: points for subgoals, instead of pure win/loss
- Fixed time limit (usually)
- We released 7 minigames, more made by the community



Minigame Results

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6L448yg0Sm0


Learning on CollectMineralShards from Raw Pixels

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mbab69dDAMc


Official resources
- SC2API: https://github.com/Blizzard/s2client-proto

- Download links for Linux binaries, maps, replays
- Main proto API, replay download api

- C++ API: https://github.com/Blizzard/s2client-api
- PySC2: https://github.com/deepmind/pysc2
- Paper: StarCraft II: A New Challenge for Reinforcement Learning

- https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.04782 
- https://deepmind.com/blog/deepmind-and-blizzard-open-starcraft-ii-ai-research-environment/ 

https://github.com/Blizzard/s2client-proto/
https://github.com/Blizzard/s2client-api
https://github.com/deepmind/pysc2
https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.04782
https://deepmind.com/blog/deepmind-and-blizzard-open-starcraft-ii-ai-research-environment/


Community
- wiki.sc2ai.net - resources and links to get started
- reddit.com/r/sc2ai - discussion and links
- Discord - where the main discussion happens
- sc2ai.net - ladder for bots
- Command Center - basis of most scripted agents

http://wiki.sc2ai.net/
http://reddit.com/r/sc2ai
https://discord.gg/qTZ65sh
http://sc2ai.net
https://github.com/davechurchill/commandcenter


Contact

Chris Lee: cmlee@blizzard.com 

Timo Ewalds: tewalds@google.com

mailto:cmlee@blizzard.com
mailto:tewalds@google.com

